Supplementary Figure S2 | Contributions to mRNA encoding potential.
Correlation between codon PUR content and amino-acid hydrophobicity as well as between mRNA properties and protein hydrophobicity. (a) In a clockwise order: correlation between Factor I of amino acids and the PUR content of their individual codons; correlation between Factor I of amino acids and the average PUR content of their codons in mRNAs of the entire human proteome; correlation between average sequence hydrophobicity of human proteins and PUR content of their cognate mRNAs; correlation between average sequence hydrophobicity of human proteins and generalized average mRNA sequence properties calculated using the nucleotide scale which provides the highest value of R. Results of Gene Ontology (GO) analysis performed for top (left) and bottom (right) 10% of human mRNAs (coding sequence only) sorted by their average sequence properties as calculated according to the nucleotide scale providing the best discrimination between cytosolic and membrane proteins ( Figure 5c ). As illustrated here, mRNA properties can successfully be used to differentiate between cytosolic/nuclear and membrane proteins as indicated by their specific functions.
